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Synergetic Linguistics 

 
In the framework of quantitative approaches to language, so-called “low-level” 
units of language – e.g. letters, phones, phonemes, etc. – have always played a 
major role, from the early beginnings of this discipline on. Whereas earlier 
attempts in this field, which were mainly mere letter or sound statistics and the 
like, were related not only to linguistic problems, but also to concrete practical or 
technical issues of different kinds (cf. Grzybek 2006, Grzybek & Kelih 2003), 
recent studies are much more theory-based and, in fact, theory-oriented. A major 
reason for this development can be seen in the rise of synergetic linguistics (cf. 
Köhler 2005); in this context, letters (and other “low-level” units) can be seen as 
linguistic entities which form, or rather are part of systems, the characteristics 
and needs of which seem to be quite easy to survey as compared to more com-
plex systems, where one is concerned with multi-faceted needs and multi-level 
influences. Therefore, it seems likely and  reasonable, that any understanding of 
these allegedly less complex systems will yield deep insight into the dynamic 
mechanism of linguistic systems, in general; seen from this perspective, the study 
of letter frequencies clearly goes beyond simple analyses on something like a 
linguistic playground, and it represents much more than a methodological test 
case, but is an important and valuable scholarly object in its own right, contribut-
ing to a deeper understanding of the dynamics of linguistic systems. 
 Since general characteristics of letter inventories and frequency organiz-
ation are of primary relevance here, the specific frequency of individual letters 
fades into the background. Instead, the question in how far the system-bound or-
ganization of a letter frequency distribution underlies general regularities comes 
to the fore. To this end, the frequency distribution is transformed into a (descend-
ing) order, where the frequency of the most frequent letter is assigned to the first 
rank, and the most infrequent letter to the last rank. The crucial question then 
concentrates on the point whether the frequencies exhibit a particular relation, or 
proportion and how these relations can best be described by a theoretical model. 
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 The theoretical background of this procedure has repeatedly been de-
scribed in recent years (Grzybek & Kelih, 2003; Grzybek, Kelih & Altmann 
2004); a redundant description of the method can be abandoned here. The usual 
assumption in this context is that the probability of a given class with value x or 
rank r is proportional to the next lower class (i.e., x–1 or r–1, respectively). 
Based on this general assumption (cf. Altmann , Köhler 1996) one may establish 
the difference equation 
 
 (1)  1( )x xP g x P  , 

the concrete solution of which depends on the function g(x). In the past, even 
relatively simple functions g(x), usually rational functions, have yielded con-
incing results for the frequency analysis of linguistic units from different levels. 
More recently, Wimmer & Altmann (2005, 2006) have generalized this ap-
proach, and within this generalization, many distributions relevant for linguistic 
modeling may be sub-summarized under a common “linguistic roof”. Without 
going into details here, let it suffice to say that this approach has also been suc-
cessfully applied in systematic analyses of letter frequencies for various Slavic 
languages.1  
 One major objective of all these studies has been to systematically test 
previously discussed frequency distribution models with consistent material 
across different languages. Taking into account different “philosophies” of writ-
ing systems, our intention is not to find an overall valid, “universal” model for 
letter frequencies. Rather, the concentration on different Slavic languages offers 
the chance to study typologically similar languages from one and the same lin-
guistic family, i.e. languages which share some general common straits, but still 
display  some variation; this might shed light on some factors influencing the 
system-related behavior of this linguistic level, and one should expect that, given 
an adequate model common to these languages, relevant changes might result in 
some interpretable parameter behavior yielding deep insight into the synergetic 
organization of this level.2  
 Thus far, only selected languages have been analyzed, and the results ob-
tained should be taken with a pinch of salt. Anyway, as a first result, it turned out 
that most of the models discussed in the past turned out to be inadequate; only 

                                                 
1 For Russian see Grzybek & Kelih (2003), Grzybek, Kelih & Altmann (2004), 
Grzybek, Kelih & Altmann (2005a) and Kelih (2007); for Slovak see Grzybek, Kelih & 
Altmann (2005b) and Grzybek, Kelih, Altmann (2006); for Ukrainian see Grzybek & 
Kelih (2005a), and for Slovene see Grzybek, Kelih, Stadlober (2006).  
2 In detail, these models are the zeta distribution, the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution, the 
geometric distribution, the Good distribution, the Whitworth distribution, the negative 
hypergeometric distribution. 
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one model, the negative hypergeometric (NHG) distribution, could be shown to 
suitable for letter frequencies of the languages studied thus far.3  
 As compared to all other distribution models, the NHG distribution – 
which shall be presented in detail below – has the most parameters; it goes with-
out saying that the more parameter a distribution model has, the more flexible it 
is. The parameters of a given distribution have to be estimated such that the 
model yields the best fit to the data under study. In former times, this estimation 
has been done by different estimation methods, where estimated values were 
determined with regard to theoretical characteristics of the given model. Today, 
this process of parameter estimation is increasingly, if not exclusively, done by 
special software tools: parameters are optimized via iterative procedures to obtain 
minimal deviations between theoretical and observed values.4 As a matter of fact, 
parameter estimation is first and foremost a method to find the optimal parameter 
values. Then the corresponding model values have to be tested statistically for 
goodness of fit. Yet, fitting of the distribution model is of course not the ultimate 
aim; rather, this is one important step in the course of a quantitative linguistic 
study, which should, at the end, lead to some qualitative interpretation of the re-
sults obtained. At this phase the crucial transition from the discovery and descrip-
tion of particular regularities to their interpretation and eventual explanation 
should take place. This clearly defined step is not self-evident in qualitative 
linguistics, what sufficiently characterizes the latter’s scientific status… One im-
portant step in this transition would be, of course, the availability of some inter-
pretation of the parameter behavior. However, also in quantitative linguistics, 
ultimately striving at theoretical explanations, parameter interpretations have 
hardly ever been achieved and remain one of the crucial objectives of research. 
 This intention is the starting point of the present study: Based on the ob-
servation that obviously, for the description of Slavic letter frequencies, a com-
plex model such as the NHG distribution with its three parameters K, M, and n to 
be estimated (for details see below) is needed, an attempt shall be made to ap-
proach at least some partial explanation of parameter behavior across the lan-
guages studied. This endeavor might then be considered to be successful if the 

                                                 
3 Interestingly enough, the NHG distribution has been proven to be adequate not only 
for Slavic languages, but for German, as well, cf. Best (2004/05, Best 2005, Grzybek 
2007a,b); further details must remain unconsidered, here. 
4 For reasons discussed elsewhere in detail, we do not work with continuous models and 
curves, here (as to this line of research, cf. the recent work by Kelih 2009), but with 
discrete frequency models, only. In the studies reported here all relevant approaches 
thus far pursued in studies on letter frequencies, have been tested for their adequacy. 
The goodness of fit has been tested with statistical procedures; first and foremost, this 
has been done by the chi-square test. Since the latter increases  linearly with increasing 
sample size (resulting in significant deviations even in case of good fits), it is more 
reasonable to use the discrepancy coefficient C = χ²/N. Values of C < 0.02 are then 
interpreted as an indication of a good fit, values of C < 0.01 of a very good fit. 
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systematic of rank frequency behavior of Slavic letters might be grasped not only 
within each of the individual languages, but also in comparison across languages. 
In case this attempt should turn out to be successful, this would be an important 
step in explaining the necessity of such a complex model. 
 With these perspectives in mind, it seems reasonable to shortly summarize 
the state of the art and to present the languages and material analyzed, before 
delving into further details. 
 
 
0. Previous Studies on Slavic Languages  

    
Systematic studies on grapheme frequencies have been reported with regard to 
four Slavic languages: Russian, Ukrainian, Slovak, and Slovene, thus covering 
inventory sizes (I) in the interval of 25 ≤ I ≤ 46, the minimum of 25 representing 
Slovene, the maximum of 46 representing Slovak (including diagraphs): 

1. The Slovenian data are taken from Grzybek, Kelih & Stadlober (2006). 
The experimental framework of this paper may be summarized as follows: 
30 individual texts from different text sorts (masters theses, journalistic 
comments, sermons, private letters, literary prose and scholarly articles) 
were analyzed. Across all 30 samples, the discrepancy coefficient for the 
NHG-Distribution was in the interval 0.022  C  0.0055; for 26 of the 30 
individual analyses, we had C < 0.02; for 6 of them even C < 0.01. Thus 
the NHG distribution seems to be an adequate model for the Slovenian 
grapheme frequencies analysed. 

2. Russian grapheme frequencies were examined in Grzybek, Kelih, Alt-
mann (2005a), involving 30 complete texts. Again in six different text 
sorts (drama, stories, poems, private letters, novel chapters and novel in 
verse) the grapheme frequencies were studied under two different con-
ditions: (a) with the letter ‚ë’ as a letter in its own right and without it 
(represented as ‘e’ instead) – inventory size thus changing from I = 32 to 
I = 33.  This specific design did not primarily intend to make a „political“ 
statement as to the status of letter; rather, it was meant to be a detailed 
analysis of the relevance of inventory size for grapheme studies. As a 
result it turned out that, apart from a systematic displacement (and in fact 
no significant differences) of entropy and repeat rate values, again the 
NHG distribution was a good model under both conditions (with C < 0.02 
in 59 of 60 samples). With condition I = 32 – used for our re-analysis of 
the parameters below – 21 texts showed  C > 0.001 and for the remaining 
rest C < 0.002 was obtained. In general, once again the NHG distribution, 
turned out to be a suitable model for grapheme frequencies in Russian.  

3. Slovak grapheme frequencies were studied on the basis of 30 texts 
(literary prose, diploma theses, journalistic comments, fairy tales and 
“technical” texts) where again the NHG distribution turned out to be the 
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only adequate model (Grzybek, Kelih & Altmann 2005b und 2006); for 
Slovak, too, this holds true for two conditions, differing with regard to 
inventories: taking the three digraphs „dz“, „dž“ and „ch“ as separate units 
in their own right, inventory size is I = 46, otherwise I = 43.  With I = 46, 
25 of the 30 analyses yielded a fit of C < 0.02. The fitting results under 
condition I = 43 are as follows: 28 of 30 texts had C > 0.02; 10 texts had 
even C > 0.01. Two outliers (C > 0.02) can be explained due to the rel-
atively small sample sizes of 562 and respectively 445 graphemes. Never-
theless, the NHG distribution fits well for Slovak grapheme frequencies 
too.  

4. Finally, grapheme frequencies of Ukrainian were studied by Grzybek & 
Kelih (2005a). The study included 30 texts (drama, journalistic texts, 
poems, literary prose and scientific texts); inventory size here amounts to I 
= 33 (not counting the inverted comma as a separate grapheme). Again, 
the NHG distribution was shown to be an adequate model, with C < 0.02 
in all 30 texts and even C < 0.01 for twenty of them.  

 
 

1.1. Results: Details 
 
Summarizing, one can say that the grapheme ranking behavior can be grasped by 
one type of model across the four languages studied: This model is the NHG 
distribution, in its 1-displaced form (since ranking usually starts with rank 1):  
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,    x = 1,2,…,n+1;   K > M > 0,   n{1,2,…}   

 
Taking n as one of three parameters of the NHG distribution fixed at  n = I–1 
(since the support of the NHG distribution is limited by n+1), only K and M 
remain as two free parameters to be estimated. With regard to the individual anal-
yses, both parameters may differ for two reasons: first, they may differ within a 
given language (due to a “natural” variance of frequencies), and second, they 
may differ across languages (obviously due to some specific ranking behavior). 
To systematically analyze the parameter behavior of K and M, and to find 
possible general tendencies, it seems reasonable to calculate mean values of K 
and M within each of the given languages, along with 95% confidence intervals. 
Table 1 represents the corresponding values: in addition to the number of 
samples analyzed (n), information is given as to inventory size (I), as well as to 
mean values, upper and lower limits of the confidence intervals for K and M. 
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Table 1 
Parameter Behavior of K and M in the Languages Analyzed 

 
 n I K  Ku Ko M  Mu Mo 

Slovene 30 25 2.96 2.91 3.00 0.8351 0.8263 0.8439 
Russian 30 32 3.14 3.10 3.18 0.8096 0.7990 0.8202 
Ukrainian 30 33 2.96 2.92 3.01 0.8203 0.8082 0.8324 
Slovak 30 43 4.07 4.00 4.14 0.8546 0.8389 0.8703 

 
Based on these findings, first attempts have been undertaken to check the be-
havior of parameters K and M for regularities and look for possible interpret-
ations (cf. Grzybek, Kelih 2005b; Grzybek, Kelih, Altmann 2005a). In these 
attempts, it has first been argued on a direct dependence of parameter K on in-
ventory size I; as a consequence, the interpretation of K would be possible across 
languages. As compared to this, it has been argued in favor of a relation between 
parameters K and M in form of a linear relationship, though not across languages, 
but within each of the given languages. In other contexts (Grzybek 2007a,b) 
additional interpretations have been considered e.g. the possibility that parameter 
M may be related either to the first frequency (P1) of a given distribution, or to its 
mean rank (m1). 
 For the time being, these far-reaching perspectives will not be further pur-
sued, here; instead, the observed dependence of M and K is analyzed in more 
detail, and a statistical test is presented which may be useful in the given situ-
ation. 
 Figure 1 demonstrates the relation between the two parameters for the four 
samples described above.  
 There is only a weak dependence of M on K across languages, but a signif-
icant linear relationship (p < 0.001) within each of the languages, M increasing 
with an increase of K, and with correlation coefficients r ranging from 0.79 to 
0.89 and in all cases. 
 A comparison of the parameter behavior between the different languages 
shows that the overall tendency seems to be almost identical, displaying approxi-
mately parallel slopes of the four regression lines. 
 A closer inspection of Figure 1, however, displays two remarkable devi-
ations from expectance: 

1. for Ukrainian, parameter K seems to be smaller than expected (i.e., not in 
line with the inventory size interpretation); 

      2. the regression line for Slovene deviates from the scheme, despite its 
overall accordance with the general parallel tendency, being characterized 
by an intersection with the regression line of the Ukrainian data. 
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Figure 1.   Dependence of parameter M on K for Slovenian, Russian, 

Ukrainian, and Slovak grapheme data 
 

Focusing on the relation between M and K, only, we neglect the first problem in 
the given context and concentrate on the second issue. Thus, first stating the 
overall aptness of the NHG distribution for modeling Slavic letter frequencies, 
and second observing a general tendency in the behavior of parameter M, we can 
turn to the more specific question as to the observed deviations from the 
established rule. 
 
 
1.2. Outliers and Extreme Values 
 
A common first step in explaining the observed deviations from  general para-
meter behavior can be seen involves an analysis of possible outliers and extreme 
values, which are eliminated from the analysis. This is usually be done be re-
ference to the so-called interquartile range (IQR), which comprises the central 
50% of all observations. Outliers and extreme values are defined as cases, for 
which the difference to the upper and lower limit of the IQR is more than 1.5 
times (or 3 times, respectively) as large as the IQR. 
 The analysis can be illustrated by box plots, in which outliers can easily be 
detected and identified: they are located beyond or below the upper or lower line, 
which is defined by a concrete value of the given data set, and is maximally 1.5 
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times as large as the IQR – if there are no outliers, they are represented by the 
maximal and minimal values of the given sample. Figures 2a and 2b represent 
the four box plots for the parameter values of K and M.  
 

  
(a) Parameter K (b) Parameter M 

Figure 2. Box plot series 
 
Indeed there are some outliers which can easily be identified. In case of para-
meter K, this is only one of the Russian private letters (# 260). In case of para-
meter M, we are concerned with four outliers, one from the Slovene data (# 22), 
and three from the Ukrainian data (# 332, 340, 342). Eliminating these outliers 
from the analysis and submitting the data again to a study of parameter behavior 
results in an only slightly changed picture of the regression lines, as illustrated by 
Figure 3. 
 As can be seen, the regression line for the Slovene data is still charact-
erized by an intersection with the regression line of the Ukrainian data, but now 
this intersection is far away from all observed data points. Table 2 represents the 
regression equation for all four languages (after elimination of the outliers); these 
regression lines follow the equation y = a + bx (in our case we have M = a + bK). 
Inventory size is denoted by I, sample size by n (after elimination of outliers);  
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Figure 3. Relation between parameters K and M (after elimination of outliers) 

 
Table 2 

Regression coefficients: Mi = ai + bi ∙ Ki and correlation coefficients r 
 

 I n b a r 
     Slovene  25 29 0.1620 0.3571  0.86 
     Russian 32 29 0.1941 0.2013 0.72 
     Ukrainian 33 27 0.1921 0.2494 0.85 
     Slovak  43 30 0.1840 0.1067 0.83 
 
Since it is the regression line for Ukrainian, which intersects with the Slovenian 
one, it is reasonable to test the difference between the two regression coefficients 
(slopes b1 and b2) for significance. For linear relations, this can be done by 
reference to a t-test statistic 
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 with 1 2 4DF n n   degrees of freedom and 2( )xQ x x  .  

As a result, the comparison of the two regression coefficients b1 for Slovene and 
b2 Ukrainian shows the difference to be not significant, with a value of t = 1.01 
and DF = 52 degrees of freedom (p = 0.32). This result naturally leads to a 
simultanous comparison of all four regression lines, rather than only two of them. 
Given there is no significant deviation from parallelism, this would yield a 
regression model common to all four samples studied. 
 
 
1.3. A common regression model for Slavic letter frequencies? 
 
With regard to a possible uniformity of the tendencies and, as a consequence, a 
common regression model, one may ask the specific question if the dependence 
of parameter M on K shows an identical trend for the four languages under study. 
This leads to the question of testing the differences between the regression coef-
ficients and the parallelism of the regression lines for significance. An adequate 
procedure to test this is the multiple partial F-test; usually, this test is applied 
with regard to multiple linear regressions (cf. Kleinbaum et al. 1998) when the 
question of possible additional contributions of independent variables, which are 
not (yet) included in a given model, is at stake. The F-test thus tests the effect of 
expansion of a given model by the simultaneous addition of two or more vari-
ables. In its complete form, such a multiple model has the following form: 
 
(4) * * * *

1 1 1 1... ...p p k kY X X X X             . 
 
Here, Y is the dependent variable, α is the regression constant, and ε is a random 
error; Xi and *

iX  are the independent variables, βi and *
i  the regression coeffici-

ents. The null hypothesis (H0) to be tested includes the assumption that 
* * *
1 2, ,..., kX X X  do not significantly contribute to the prediction of Y, when X1, X2… 

Xk are already included in the model; thus, for the complete model we have 
* * *

0 1 2: ... 0kH       .  
 From this (second) formulation the reduced model under H0 is:  
 
(5) 1 1 ... p pY X X        . 
 
Thus, the variance (SSqreg) explained by the model becomes larger by the ad-
dition of *

iX ; now, the following  F statistics can be calculated:  
 

 (6) 
     

( ) ( ) /
( ) / 1

reg reg
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SSq complete model SSq reduced model k
F

SSq complete model n p k
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In (6), SSqreg denotes the variance (i.e. the sum of the squared deviations: sum of 
squared effects) of the complete or the reduced regression models, and SSqres 
denotes the squared sum of the residuals of the complete model (sum of squared 
errors); n is the sample size, p is the number of regression coefficients in the 
reduced model, and k is the number of those regression coefficients which equal 
zero under the assumption of the null hypothesis (H0). 
 In our case, the sample size is n = 115 texts (without outliers) from four 
sub-samples from four different languages (each with its own inventory size). 
Since the attribution to one of the languages is a nominal category, and since 
nominally scaled predictors cannot be directly introduced into a regression mod-
el, the relevant information has to be (re)-coded in a different manner. To this 
end, one introduces dummy coding: in this case, a variable is split into sub-vari-
ables (which are termed ‘indicators’) and coded dichotomously; each category is 
thus classified ‘present’ (1) or ‘absent’ (0). Membership of a given case within a 
given (sub)sample can thus be regarded as a dummy variable with the coding 0 
and 1. The advantage of such a binary (0 vs. 1) coding is that dummy variables 
can be statistically treated like interval-scaled variables. A categorical variable 
with k+1 values is thus transformed into k dummy variables each with two values 
0 and 1. Since our variable “LANGUAGE” (with a given inventory size) has four 
categories, three dichotomous variables (D1 to D3) can be constructed which 
contain the same information as one categorical variable. In our case, we thus 
obtain the scheme represented in Table 3.  
 

Table 3 
Coding schema and dummy coding 

 
 I   D1 D2 D3 
Slovene  25 8  0 0 0 
Russian 32 2  1 0 0 
Ukrainian 33 5  0 1 0 
Slovak 43 6  0 0 1 

 
Within this framework, our question as to the parallelism of regression lines turns 
out to be a special case of a more general situation: considering the regression 
lines to be parallel to each other if the predictive value of Y is not significantly 
changed by the addition of the additional variables, the described procedure as 
apt to be applied to this special case. In this case, the reduced model for M can be 
written as:  
 
(7) 1 2 1 3 2 4 3M K D D D               . 
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This means that the regression lines of all four groups are parallel with identical 
slope 1  (p = 4). The pre-conditions are thus fulfilled to make a comparison be-
tween the complete and the reduced model, with regard to variable ‘LANGUAGE’ 
in its re-coded (dummy-coded) form, by addition of the products of Xi and K as 
variables * * *

1 2 3, ,X X X  to the dummy variables *
11 ,X KD  *

22 ,X KD *
33X KD .  

Hence the full model can be written as 
 
(8) 1 2 1 3 2 4 3 1 1 2 2 3 3M K D D D KD KD KD                           

 
In our case we are concerned with 7 parameters for the complete model (K, 3 
dummy-coded variables, and 3 dummy products), for which we obtain the values 
SSqreg = 0.0726 and SSqres = 0.0229. 
 Interestingly enough, one obtains for the reduced model (7), which con-
tains four variables, namely, the three dummy-coded variables in addition to K, a 
nearly identical value of SSqreg = 0.0724. The error sum of squares (i.e., the sum 
of the squared deviations of the residuals) of the reduced model, too, is almost 
the same with SSqres = 0.0231. 
 Thus, in this particular case, the assumption of parallelism seems likely to 
be confirmed by a statistical test, the F-test.  
 For the calculation of the F value we need the value of k (cf. (6)), which is 
obtained by the difference between the number of variables of the complete 
model (8) and that of the reduced model (5), in our case, k = 7 – 4 = 3, equivalent 
to the number of degrees of freedom for the numerator in (6). We also need the 
mean of the squared sum of residuals, which is represented by the quotient of the 
sum of the squared residuals (SSqres)  and the number of the degrees of freedom 
of the denominator, being calculated as m = n – p – k – 1; in our case, we thus 
have 115 7 1 107m     .  
 We now can calculate the F value as  
 

 
3 2( 5, 107)

0.0726 0.0724 / 3
0.31

0.0229 / 107FG FGF  


   

 
With the given degrees of freedom, this F-value corresponds to a probability of p 
= 0.82, which is far from any statistical significance; as a consequence, we have 
to retain the null hypothesis ( * * *

0 1 2 3: 0H       ), according to which the re-
gression lines are parallel. 
 We can thus summarize that the dependence of parameter M on parameter 
K of the negative hypergeometric distribution behaves identically across the four 
Slavic languages studied which can be expressed as a common regression model. 
Within this model, the common regression coefficient (slope) is  0.1811b   ; 
accordingly, for the four languages under study parameter M can be estimated as 
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  0.18M K   ; differences between the languages are a result of differences in 
the intercept a   From this general model, the individual groups (i.e., the four 
languages each with their given inventory sizes) can be derived as special cases. 
Given the fact that the null hypothesis is to be retained, it is sufficient to do this 
with reference to the reduced model. Ignoring the error of estimation (), we 
obtain 

Group 1: 1a b K    
Goup 2:  2 1a b b K     
Group 3:  3 1a b b K     
Group 4:  4 1a b b K     

 
For our four languages we thus obtain the following special regression models  

 
Slovene  25 M = 0.18K + 0.3005 
Russian 32 M = 0.18K + 0.2470 
Ukrainian 33 M = 0.18K + 0.2826 
Slovak 43 M = 0.18K + 0.1181 

 
Now, interpreting the intercepts as response variables of a regression model with 
inventory size I as the independent variable exhibits a clear tendency as illust-
rated in Figure 4. This tendency, based on four data points only, is not significant 
(p = 0.07; r = 0.93), however, obviously due to the deviating structure of the 
Ukrainian data; the analysis of more data from further Slavic languages will shed 
more light on this highly intriguing issue. 
 

 
Figure 4. Relation between the intercepts of the regression model  

and  inventory size I 
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With these findings, an important step seems to be made towards the intended 
analysis of the systematic parameter behavior, at least as far as parameter M of 
the NHG distribution is concerned: it turns out to be plausible that parameter M 
is closely related to parameter K, not across languages, but rather within a given 
language, only.  
 Yet, it is interesting to delve even deeper into the matter; a next logical 
step in this direction would be an answer to the question under what circum-
stances the outlined regression model is less effective than expected.  To provide 
possible answers to this question, a next step might involve specific analyses of 
residuals, but this would clearly go beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
 
2. Summary of Results and Future Prospectives 
 
With regard to the findings reported above, we can summarize the most import 
results: 

1. In systematic analyses of letter frequencies from four Slavic languages it 
could be shown that all can be adequately modeled by the NHG distribu-
tion, other models failed to be likely successful. 

2. Parameter behavior of the NHG distribution seems to be highly regular; 
this regularity seems to be related to both language-specific and inter-
lingual factors: 

                a. the relevance of interlingual factors has already been discussed else 
where  (cf., e.g., Grzybek & Kelih 2005); inventory size has been 
identified as a crucial factor influencing the distinction between 
languages; in this article, further arguments in favor of this notion 
have been brought forth, by showing that, at least for various Slavic 
languages, the relation between the  parameters M and K of the NHG 
distribution follows a common linear regression model from which 
the individual languages may be derived as special cases; 

b.language-specific tendencies are expressed in parameter values, 
which lend themselves to discriminant analyses; also the specific 
relation between parameters K and M of the NHG distribution seems 
to be specific for individual languages. 

The study of additional languages, Slavic and non-Slavic, is necessary to 
gain more information on this specific situation. It seems plausible that, in 
addition to the above-mentioned language-specific and interlingual fac-
tors, also “local” factors may come into play, as can be seen in case of 
Ukrainian; here, additional analyses turn out to be necessary to grasp more 
exactly the boundary conditions of letter behavior. In this context, it has to 
be checked if the deviation of individual languages (as, e.g., Ukrainian in 
our case) may be caused by mere computational aspects of parameter 
estimation; to give an answer to this question, a qualitative parameter 
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interpretation is in order. We are still relatively far from this stage, but 
first analyses in this direction point at the importance of particular “first-
order” characteristics such as inventory size (I), or first frequency (P1), as 
well as of “second-order” characteristics, such as mean rank (m1), entropy (H), 
repeat rate (RR), etc. – research in this direction is in progress now. 

3.  As this study shows, single corpus analyses of a given language cannot, as 
“representative” as they may be considered to be, uncover all mechanisms 
and processes at work in a language’s dynamic system – in the given case 
we see that, within a language, there seems to be an intrinsic mechanism 
which synergetically regulates the dynamic balance of possibly contradict-
ory forces, and which regulate the overall frequency behavior. 

4. In order to identify trends, any sample must be checked for possible 
outliers and extreme values which eventually has to be eliminated from 
the analysis in order the trend to be uphold; in this respect, sample size, 
too, must be controlled to guarantee the statistical stability of tendencies 
(cf. Grzybek et al. 2009).  

5. It is obvious that modifications of the model described above may be 
necessary when further languages (particularly from other than the Slavic 
family) will be taken into consideration; it may well turn out that the NHG 
model then soon turns out to be a special model relevant only for particul-
ar languages, or specific writing systems, etc. 

6. In order to arrive at an explanation why the NHG is a suitable model for 
grapheme frequencies, its theoretical derivation must be carefully taken 
into account: since, in this case, it does not seem to make sense to interpret 
it in terms of an urn model, it might be reasonable, by way of an altern-
ative, to derive the NHG rather as beta-binomial distribution, i.e., as a 
binomial distribution with its parameter p being variable and following a 
beta distribution: as Grzybek (in print) shows, this results in a new inter-
pretation of the whole generating process. Seen from this perspective, a 
specific inventory size is not a “given” fixed starting point, but rather 
emerges as the diachronically motivated outcome of the dynamic speaker-
hearer communicative interaction. 
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